
ppF,'=O,
(pc),} and Pp the Christoffel symbols formed with G~, and the opera-
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A certain 8ubmanifold of codimension 2

of a Kiihlerian manifold

V·HANG KI

§ o. Introduction.
It is well known that a submanifold of codimension 2 of an almost Hermitian manifold

or a hypersurface of an almost contact metric manifold carries an (f, g, u, v, il)-structure

([lJ, [9J).

Let E be an even-dimensional Euclidean space, it can be regarced as a flat Ka~lerian

manifold. The submanifolds M of E carrying such a structure with certain conditions

have studied in [5J, [7], [9J.

In [5J, [9J, K. Yano and M. Okumura proved:

THEOREM A. Let M be a complete differentiable submanifold of codimension 2 of an
even·dimensional Euclidean space and C and D be two normals to M (1) If the con

nection induced in the normal bundle of M is trivial and the (f, g, u, v, il)-structure

induced on M is normal or (2) il~constant, Hand K commute with f, then M is

a plane, a sphere or a product of a sphere and a plane, where Hand K are the

Weingarten maps with respect to C and D respectively.
In the present paper, we study a submanifold M of codimension 2 of a Kahlerian manifold

NI whose tangent space is invariant under the curvature transformation of NI.
In section 1, we recall the properties of submanifold of codimension 2 in a Kahlerian

manifold.

In section 2, we find differential equations the induce::i (f, g, u, v, il)-structure satisfies

and some relations under the condition (2) in Theorem A.

In the last section 3, we give a complete classification of the submanifold.
In the sequel we assume that J",,:constant on the submanifold M. Our main result appears

in Theorem 3. 2.

The author wishes to thank Professor M. Okumura who kindly pointed out uncertain

places and gave him many valuable suggestions.

§ 1. Submanifolds of codimension 2 of a Ktihlerian manifold.
Let NI be a (2n+2)-dimensional Kahlerian manifold covered by a system of coordinate

neighborhoods {V; y'}, where here and in the sequel the indices K, A, p., v, run over

the range {l,2, , 2n+2} and let (F/, Gp),) be the Kahlerian structure, that is.

0.1) F/F/=-o/,
and Gp), a Riemannian metric such that

(1. 2) Gr~F~rF,fi=G~"

and

0.3)

where we denote by

Communicated by M. Okumura Feb. 10, 1971.
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(1.8)

tor of covariant differentiation with respect to {p'A} respectively.
Let M be a 2n-dimensional differentiable manifold which is covered by a system of

coordinate neighborhoods {U; x h}, where here and in the sequel the indices h, i, j, run
over the range {I, 2, , 2n} and which is differentiably immersed in Iff as a submanifold
of codimension 2 by the equations
(1.4) y·=y·(xh ).

We put

(1.5) B,'=o,y", CiJ,=%X'),
then B,s is, for each i, a local vector field of Iff tangent to M and the vectors B,s are
linearly independent in each coordinate neighborhood. B,s is, for each K, a local I-fo
rm of M

We choose two mutually orthogonal unit vectors C' and D' of Iff normal to M in
such a way that 2n+2 vectors B/, Co, D' give the positive orientation of Iff.

The transforms F/B/ of B/ by FA" can be expressed

(1.6) F/B/=f,hBh'+u,C'+v,D",
where f/ is a tensor field of type Cl,I) and u" Vi are I-forms of M. Similarly the
transform FA"CA of CA by FA' and the transform F/DA of Dol by F/ can be written as

(1.7) F/O=-u'B/+).D·,
F/D'=-v'B/-).C·,

where
ut=Utgti, vi=''()tg l

"

gj, being the Riemannian metric on M induced from that of Iff, and A is a function
on M We can easily verify that). is a function globally defined on M

From (1.2), (1.6) and (1.7) we have ([8J)
flf,h=-ol+ujUh+VjVh,
!If/gt,==gii-UjUz·-VjV1 ,

f/U,=AV, or f,hU'=-Avh,
f/V,=-AU, or flv'=).uh,
u,u'=v,v i=I-).2, u,v'=O.

If we put

the.l we ca::l easily verify that fi' is skew-symmetric.
§ 2. Structure equations of submanifold of codimension 2.
We denote by V,I and Vi the Christoffel symbols formed with gi, and the operator of

covariant differentiation with respect to V,} respectively. Then the equations of Gauss
and Weingarten are respectively

(2.1) VjB,s=ojB/+ {/A} BjPB/-Bh' {l.l =hj,c'+ki,D",
(2.2) VJO= OjC"+ {p".}B/'C"'=-h/B/+ljD·,

[7jD'=OiD"+VA} BjPDA=-k/B/-ljC",
where hj; and kji are the second fundamental tensors with respect to the normals C"
and & respectively, Ajh and if deiiDe the corresponding Weingarten maps H and K and
are given by
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h/=hj,gth, kl=kitg'h,

i J is the third fundamental tensor.

D;fferentiating (1. 6) covariantly along M and taking account of (1. 3), (2.1) and (2.2),

we get ([2])

:,2.3) VJ/ih=-h;,uh+h/u,-khvh+k/v"

C2.4.) VjU,=-hj,f,'-Ak;i+l;v"

~2. 5) p;v,=-kj,j,'+Ah;,-lju,.

:Similarly, from (1. 7) we find

p)=k;,u'-h;iV '.

M of codimension 2 of a Kahlerian manifold satisfying

(2. G)

Now, we consider a submanifold

the following conditions:

(2.7) 1/h/=h/1/
From (2.7), we can find

and

hj,u'=au1, h;,v'=avj,

k ll 11 ' =au/, kJ1'V1=={ivj,

(2.8)

(2,9)

and

(2.10) Cihh=ak j "

where a and a are functions on }\;f =2J.

We here assume that, for a submanifold 1\.1 of co:limens:on 2 of a Kahlerian manifold

itI, all curvature transformltions preserve the tangent s;:>ace T p (x:}.1)) at each point p
of x ).1), where x is an immerS;O:l 1'vI->J',I, thlt is, the tangent space of 111 is invariant

under the curvature transformation of M [roJ
Then the equations of Codazzi are

(2.11) 'f,h;,-p,h,,=l,k;,-l;k'i'

(?" 12) V,k),-PJk,,=llh,,-I,h;,.

§ 3. Submanifolds of codimension 2 of a Kahlerian manifold such that the
curvature transformation is invariant.

In this section, we assume that, for a subm3.nifold M of codimension 2 of a Kahlerian

manifold Sf, (l) the tangent space of M is invariant under the curvature transformation

of Sf and (2) the conditions (2.7) are satisfied.

Differentiating the first equation of (2.8) ccvariantly, we find

(p,h;,)u'+h;,F,u'= (r ,a)u;+al7,U"

from which, using :2.4) and (2. 11)

(l,kh-l;k,,)u'+h;, (-h,,f"-Ak,'+l,V') -h" (-hj,f"-Ak/+ljV')

= (l7,a)u;- (V1a)u,+a( -h,,f/+h;/,t-';-l,v;-ljv,),

.or, using (2.7),(2.8) and (2.9)

(3.1) -2hj,h,,f"-A(hj,k,'-h"k;,) = (v,a-ii!,)u1- (l7ja-alj)u,-2o:h,,!/.

Transvecting (3.1) with uj
, we find

/7 ,a-al,= flU"

for a function fJ..

Starting from the second equation of (2. 8), we have
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17"a-al"=p.'v,,.
From. the last two equations, we have

(3.2) v"a=al"
by virtue of the orthogonality of u" and v".

Substituting (3.2) into (3.1) and using (2.7), we find

2(h"ih,'-ah",)f/=)'(h"ik/- hj,k"i),

from which, transvecting f/ and using (1.8) and (2.8),

(3.3) 2(h",hhi- ahkh)=)'(h",k/-h'ik/)fh"

In the same way, we can find from (2.9)

(3.4) /7"a=-al.
and

(3.5)

Therefore,

(3.6)

and

v,re now prove

LEMMA 3. 1 Let M be a submanifold of codimension 2 of a Kiihlerian n:onz/old

M whose tangent space is invariant under the curvature transformation of M, If the

conditions (2. 7) are satisfied, then

(1) the connection of the normal bundle of M is trivial,

(2) the mean curvature of M is constant,
and consequently

(3) the mean curvature vector of M does not vanish everywhere un Ai,

Proof. Differentiating (3.4) covariantly and substituting (3. 2) into the resulting

equation, we find

from which

In the same way,

«(/7"lj-pjl.) =0.
Since /7jA::;:;:au J -avj and A=;t: const., a and a are not always zero.

Thus the connection of the normal bundle of M is triviaL So, we can chco~e the unit

normaIs C' and D' in such a way that 1;=0. In this case a and a are both constants

because of (3.2) and (3.4).

From (2.10) and (a, a):;i:(O, 0), we see that

h",k/=k"ih/.
(3.3) and (3.5) can be respectively written as

hj,hki=ahj",

(3.7) kjik/=ak j ".

(3.6) shows that h/ has only two constant eigenvalues a and O. Similarly k/ has IX

and o. Now, let rand s be multiplicities Jf a of h/ and of a of k/ respectively, then

h/= ra==const., k/=sa=const.,
Subsjtuting these into the equation giving the mean curvature of the submanifold M;
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we have H=const..

SUPIXlse that the submanifold 1'.1 is minimal.

Then, from (3.6) and (3.7) we have
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from which

hji=O, kji=O.

Thus, the equation (2.6) shows that A is constant. This contradicts to the assumption.

From the equation giving the mean curvature vector of M;

(3. 8) H,=_l_ (h·'C'..Lk·'D')2n \,. I I ,

we see that H' does not vanish everywhere on M This completes the proof of the

lemma.

From H'=FO on M, we can choose the first unit normal C' along the direction of H'

an::.! chJose the second unit normal D' in such a way that Bf, 0, D' form the positive

orientation of the Kahlerian manifold M. Then, from (3.8), we see that

k;,=o,

which implies that

because of (3.7). Thus we have

(3.9)

from which, using (2.12),

h/l'=h,'l',
which shows that li is an eigenvector of h/ corresponding to the eigenvalue ht'. So we

have

h,=O or h/=a.

The submanifold M not being minimal, we have h/=a. This implies that l' vanishes

identically on M because of (2.8).
Thus the equations (2. 1) and (2. 2) can be respectively written as

(3. 10)

and

(3.11)

We here prove the following

THEOREVl 3.2. Let M be a complete connected submamfold of codimension 2 of a

Kahlerian manifold lif whose tangent space is invariant under the curvature transfor

mation of M. If Hand K commute with f and ki=const., then M is a sphere or a

product of a sphere and a totally geodesic submanifold, when Hand K are defined in

section 2.

Proof. M not being minimal, we can see that frem (3.6) M is totally t:mbiEcal (Le.

hj,=agj" a:/=O) or h/ has exactly two dIstinct constant eigenvalues IX and 0, where a:c\;:O
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has multiplicity r.
In the first case M is a sphere 8 2., in fact, (2.5) and (2.6) become

(3.12) (7jv;=Ahj;=aAgj;,
(3.13) (7)=-avj
by virtue of (3.9) and IF=O.

Differentiating (3.13) covariantIy and using (3.12), we have
(7j(7;A.=-a2Agj;, a=const..

This implies that the submanifold M is isometric to 8 20 [4J.

In the second case, the correspondences a point PEU to
Da(P) =(wiET(M) Ih/wh=aw;} ,

and to
Do(P) = (WiET(M) Ih/wj==O} ,

define two mutually orthogonal distributions of dimension r and 2n-r respectively. Since
a is constant, by virtue of Codazzi-equation;

(3.14) f1 kh ji-(7jhu=O,
we know that both distributions are integrable and the integrable submanifolds are totally

geodesic in M [8J. Moreover, from (3.14) we can see that the distributions Do and D",
are parallel [8J, So, using de Rham's decomposition theorem [6J, we have M is It

product of Ma and 1110, Ma corresponding to the integral manifold Da and 1110 to that of

Do.
Thus, it is sufficient to show that Ma is a sphere in Jf1 and Mo is a totally geodesiC'

submanifold in M
We represent Ma by

where U" are local coordinates on Ma.
Thus we have

y'=y'(x(u)),
from which

(3.15)
where

Bb'=chy', Bb"==ObX", (Ob=OjOUb
).

Differentiating (3. 15) covariantIy along M., we find

I7cBh'==B/Bbif1 j B;'
because of f1cB.'=O, from which, using (3.10)

(3.16) (7,Bb·=hjiB,jBb'C·.

On the other hand, from 0.7) we see that

(3.17) A=-G.,F/DpC·.
Differentiating (3.17) covariantIy along M. and taking account of 0.3) and (3.11) ..

we find

frum \-;hi(·h, t:sir.g Cl. 7),
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V~A,=G.J( -viB/-A,CJ)hlBh<Bbj=-avjBbJ

by virtue of Cl. 2) a..",d (2.8).
From this w~ find
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VcVbA,=-aBb;BeJ(VjV,),

or, using (2.5), (3.9) and Ij=O,

vcVbA,=-a2A,gcb

because Bbj are eigenvectors of h} with eigenvalue a. Thus, Ma is isometric with sphe;e

inM
Similarly, for Mo we can see that V,Bb<==O because of (3.16), from which, Mo i&

totally geodesic in M.
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